
Biomedical Image Registration Domain
Generalisation and Out of Distribution
Biomedical image registration is a fundamental task in medical imaging. It
involves aligning two or more images of the same anatomy, acquired at
different times or from different modalities, to enable accurate analysis and
diagnosis. However, biomedical image registration is a challenging task
due to the large variations in image appearance, shape, and size. These
variations can be caused by different factors, such as patient motion, organ
deformation, and changes in imaging parameters.

Domain generalisation and out of distribution (OOD) problems further
complicate the task of biomedical image registration. Domain
generalisation refers to the problem of training a model that can perform
well on data from different domains, even if the model has not been trained
on data from these domains. OOD data refers to data that is significantly
different from the data that the model was trained on. OOD data can pose a
challenge to models, as they may not be able to generalise well to such
data.

In this article, we provide an overview of recent advances in biomedical
image registration that address the challenges of domain generalisation
and OOD data. We discuss different approaches to domain generalisation,
including unsupervised domain adaptation, adversarial learning, and meta-
learning. We also discuss methods for detecting and handling OOD data.
Finally, we provide an outlook on future directions for research in this area.
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Domain generalisation is a challenging problem in machine learning. The
goal of domain generalisation is to train a model that can perform well on
data from different domains, even if the model has not been trained on data
from these domains. This is a difficult problem, as data from different
domains can have different distributions, making it difficult for a model to
generalise well to all of them.

There are a number of different approaches to domain generalisation,
including unsupervised domain adaptation, adversarial learning, and meta-
learning.

Unsupervised domain adaptation is a method of domain generalisation
that does not require any labelled data from the target domain. Instead,
unsupervised domain adaptation methods use unlabelled data from the
target domain to learn a mapping between the source and target domains.
This mapping can then be used to transform data from the source domain
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into the target domain, making it easier for a model to generalise to the
target domain.

Adversarial learning is a method of domain generalisation that uses a
generative adversarial network (GAN) to learn a mapping between the
source and target domains. A GAN consists of two networks: a generator
network and a discriminator network. The generator network learns to
generate data that is similar to the data from the target domain, while the
discriminator network learns to distinguish between data from the source
and target domains. By training the generator and discriminator networks
together, the generator network learns to generate data that is
indistinguishable from data from the target domain, which can then be used
to train a model that can generalise well to the target domain.

Meta-learning is a method of domain generalisation that learns to learn
quickly from a small amount of data. Meta-learning algorithms are trained
on a set of tasks, and then they can be used to quickly learn new tasks with
only a few examples. This makes meta-learning algorithms ideal for domain
generalisation, as they can quickly learn to generalise to new domains with
only a small amount of data from those domains.

Out of distribution (OOD) data refers to data that is significantly different
from the data that the model was trained on. OOD data can pose a
challenge to models, as they may not be able to generalise well to such
data.

There are a number of different methods for detecting and handling OOD
data. One common method is to use a confidence threshold. A confidence
threshold is a value that is used to determine whether or not a model is



confident in its prediction. If the model's confidence is below the threshold,
then the prediction is considered to be OOD.

Another method for detecting and handling OOD data is to use a rejection
network. A rejection network is a network that is trained to identify OOD
data. The rejection network can be used to filter out OOD data before it is
used to train a model.

The research on biomedical image registration domain generalisation and
OOD data is still in its early stages. However, there are a number of
promising directions for future research.

One promising direction for future research is to develop new methods for
unsupervised domain adaptation. Unsupervised domain adaptation
methods do not require any labelled data from the target domain, making
them ideal for
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